TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Stefan Zweig for his friends in England and for those who had
cared for his work.   I was glad, however, when the Chairman
arranged for music instead of too many words on this occasion.
Music, after all, is the simplest Esperanto; and the occasion struck
me in itself as more poignant by what it unconsciously revealed
of the meaning of loneliness and exile, than for the stated reason
that had brought these men and women together;  not, as the
Chairman said, for mourning, but for an hour or two to remember
in company.   Most of them were foreigners, naturally; probably
his fellow-countrymen; one had the impression that in their own
land they had had, if not fame and importance, at least authority.
Now for a little while again, authority was back.   This is not to
say that their grief for Stefan Zweig was not genuine, but the
bitterest grief for them was now already a commonplace; nothing
new about it; no more shock.   But at this gathering at least they
met, they spoke fluently, excitedly, whose tongues had been
halting along on the crutches of "Please" and "Thank you" and
other little copybook phrases for those who had not mercifully
learnt English while they were still young.  And the man to whose
memory they were doing honour by their presence for this hour
or two in a concert hall, he was their own man;   they had a right
to be here, not on sufferance or compulsion, but by their free will.
In the most moving sort of way it seemed to me that I was at a
party, a party that could not last long . * * And the good Stefan,
who had had his eternal release, would understand surely how
much this briefer release meant to some of his friends in exile, and
would only be gkd to have provided the excuse for it.
You cannot blame them; it was so long since they had some-
thing of their own, even if that something were no more festive
than a 'meeting to honour the dead. Already they were feeling
prouder, they could square their shoulders, move, to their places
with a touch of swagger, hail each other from bench to bench,
asking for the latest news of escaped brother and cousin (it was
understood, of course, that nobody asked for news of those who
were still down among the black shades). Control could be
shed for this short space of time; voices allowed to rise more
loudly and cheerfully than the English" might think tactful in
refugees. *..
And presently, during Dr. N/s survey of Stefan Zweig's
psychology and place in literature, I had again a misty sort
of impression that for him this was no more a strange land.
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